Hi all,

A schema contains '3000' tables. It has 'n' number of constraints and indexes. Import takes long time. To avoid this kind of issue, Oracle Database - Locks and Foreign Keys - Concurrency control of parent keys in a star schema data warehouse, FOREIGN KEY constraints validate the data. For example, it can validate all of the foreign keys in the data coming into the fact table:

```
KEY (time_id) REFERENCES times (time_id) RELY DISABLE NOVALIDATE.
```

Oracle PL/SQL disable all constraints of database tables

Btw: DB_NAME does not denote a "database" it denotes a "schema" (or "user" in Oracle).

Ora2Pg - Oracle to PostgreSQL database schema converter

With all configuration options of ora2pg.conf you have full control of what should be done. Delay database constraints during data loading. This directive did not control the Oracle database connection or unless it purely disable the use of any Oracle database.

I am using oracle 10g. I want to delete all the records from every table of a schema (user) with child records present. I have tried to disable all the constraints.

```
constraintName, Name of unique constraint to drop, all, all changes: - dropUniqueConstraint:
catalogName: cat
constraintName: const_name
schemaName: public
tableName: person
uniqueColumns: A String
```

Oracle Disable All Constraints In Schema
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schema or you have. I am using oracle DB to maintain more than 30
tables, how can I delete all the There is no command 'ALTER TABLE
XXX DISABLE ALL CONSTRAINTS' The 'plus' with cloning the
schema (exp and imp) is that you could also drop. We've all had the
experience of cleaning up testing data or needing to Using the HR
schema as an example, let's look at the constraints on the REGIONS
table: LOCATIONS DISABLE CONSTRAINT LOC_C_ID_FK,
ALTER TABLE HR.
This way, imp tool is supposed to import all
objects into the schema default tablespace.
Let's try USER_DOCUMENTS DISABLE
CONSTRAINT FK_DOCID,
Each Titan graph has a schema comprised of the edge labels, property
keys, and The multiplicity of an edge label defines a multiplicity
constraint on all edges of this It is strongly encouraged to explicitly
define all schema elements and to disable Berkeley DB and Berkeley
DB Java Edition are trademarks of Oracle. Removal of foreign key
constraints, Referential integrity and Hibernate the removal of all foreign
key constraints in our project Oracle DB schema. one went in as
disabled them manually can sql server disable them automatically for
any. Oracle 11.2 Database, ASM Storage, Clustered. If source system
alter table xyz disable constraint c1, Create index creation scripts for all
indexes by schema. All these options can be configured, changed, and
customized by the user. Additional statistics preferences can be defined
for a schema, or database. Global Figure 15 – Knowledge Module
Option – Disable Constraints before Exchange. disable constraints on the
partitioned table before the exchange operation. Database Privileges for
Oracle Partition Echange: - The database privileges User, the Work
Schema, and the Target Schema are all the same schema: grant. ALTER
TABLE TABLE_NAME DISABLE CONSTRAINT SYS_C0090398
ORA-02297: cannot disable constraint (SCHEMA. My work around so
How do I temporarily disable a foreign key constraint? How do I view all the primary keys and foreign keys in my database? unexpected NULL values or the business logic changing in a way that would require modifying the schema.

How do I temporarily disable a foreign key constraint? How do I view all the primary keys and foreign keys in my database? unexpected NULL values or the business logic changing in a way that would require modifying the schema.
Procedure to Enable/Disable all constraints. Oracle schema migration to new database with zero downtime. Oracleqa.net. All other product and company names and marks mentioned in this document Configuring the Oracle Schema. Disabling Oracle Flashback Query. Removing All User-defined Constraints (or Triggers), Indexes, and Statistics.

When replicating from Oracle to Oracle, the schema of the two tables should match, or at least be SQL ALTER TABLE sales DISABLE ALL TRIGGERS. This can lead to foreign key constraints failing, even though the source database. Firstly, Oracle will never allow you to drop the current ONLINE redolog file – It is an information about all data changes made by users. Before import the data using impdp inorder to speed up the process by disabling the constraints and triggers. To find the ROW Counts of tables that belongs to a Particular Schema. Import Oracle dump with different table space, schema, roles with imp utility. Disable all the constraints: Below script will give you ALTER TABLE scripts.

You need to create a composite primary key constraint on the EMPLOYEES table. To remove all constraint references to the PRODUCTS table. To disable any the EMP_FK_DEPT constraint from the EMPLOYEE table in your schema.
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